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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not

there would be gender and ethnic differences in moral
orieritation—care versus justice—as described by Carol
(1977, 1982).

The study was conducted in three

phases as a study in decision-making.

Subjects were asked

to read four moral dilemmas and a list of considerations

following each dilemma.

Their task was to indicate how

important each of the considerations was in the resolution

of the dilemma.

Each item was representative of either the

care or the justice orientation.

There was evidence to

Support the hypothesis that females score higher on care
items than males; however, there were no gender differences

bnjustibe reasoning,

ThereSwas considerable evidence to

support ^he hypothesis that ethnic minority members (NonCaucasians) fate care items higher than the ethnic majority
(Caucasians).

Ethnic minority subjects also rated justice

items higher that did Caucasians.

in addition/ there was

evidence that females and ethnic minorities rated care items

higher than justice items.
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INTRODUCTION

Moral development and moral orientation have been a

major focus of research and debate in psychology since
Lawrence Kohlberg's doctoral dissertation in 1958 (cited in

Kohlberg & Kramer, 1969).

As the first comprehensive theory

of moral development in psychology, Kohlberg's theory has

become the yardstick against which all other psychological
inquiries in the field have been measured.

Kohlberg,

drawing from the field of philosophy and the writings of
John LoCke, Immcinuel Kant, and John Rawls, placed justice at

the highest level of morality (Meyers & Kittay, 1987).

Although early research confirming Kohlberg's
developmental theory was done with middle^class males of

European descent, the theory was often applied to non-

Eiirqpean males and females.

In 1977, Carol Gilligan, a

stnderitiOf Kohlberg's, attacked her mentor's theory for its
inadequate treatment of females. According to Gilligan,
female moral development follows a pattern in which care for
eelf and others is the hi^est stage.

Although the issue has hot been settled conclusively,
cdnsiderable research and debate since then has
focused on the "justice versus Care" issue and its

application along gender lines (e.g. Friedman, 1985).

In

1986, Stack extended Gilligan's model to include both Black

women and men who share the experience of class resulting

from economic deprivation.

Tronto (1987) considers the

ethic of care to be created by the condition of

subordination in societY and applies it to other minority
groups as well.

This study examines prevailing tbeories of moral
development and moral orientation with special attention to
their application to females and ethnic minorities.
Moral Development and Moral Maturitv

Kohlberg was one of the first psychologists to clearly
postulate a theory of moral development (e.g. Kohlberg,
1971, 1981, 1987; Kohlberg & Kauffman, 1987; Kohlberg &
Kramer, 1969).

His Work was patterned on traditional

dev®loP^®^hal stage theory which attempts to explain
relatively permanent changes in behavior in terms of

development from relatively simple stages through
progressively more complex stages to a final state of

maturity.

Stage theories include several basic assumptions:

1) Each stage arises out of the preceding stage; a stage
cannot be "skipped,"nor can an individual return to an

earlier stage.

2) Fixation at a particular stage or delayed

progression from one stage to another is considered an

abnormality> as are any deviant characteristics not

evidenced by the majority Of individuals at any particular
stage.

3) All humans follow the same universal patterns of

Kohlberg's original hierarchy spacifiGally pbstulated

six stages of moral developinent beginning with an obedience

cindr phnisiimenrt: orientation (Sfeage One), to instrumental
hedonism (Stage

interpersonal concordance (Stage

Three), law and order (stage Four), social contract (Stage
Five), and universal ethical principles (Stage 6). in this
last stage moral decisione ate based not only on ordained

social rules (as in the lower stages) but also on a logic of
justice that is universal and consistent, grounded in a
the equality of human rights and respect for the

dignity of human beings as individual persons.
moral stages are grouped into three levels:

The six

the

Preconventional Level (Stages 1-2), the Conventional Level

(Stages 3-4), and the principled or Postconventional Level

^('^tages/ 5-s)^\..
question concerns the definition of moral

maturity and its application to all individuals and groups.
Kohlberg has clearly indicated that the higher the level,
the "better" (1981), tha.t one should continue the upward

progression toward the final stage of maturity in early
adulthood.

Continued research in cognitive and moral

dev^lopnient indicates that not all individuals reach

Kohlberg's theory of moral development

OlgSely follows Piaget's pattern of cognitive development
upon which it was modeled.

Piaget's highest level is that

Of formal dperations in which one reasons from an abstract

mode, manipulating symbols, and reasoning from alternative

perspectives.

Although ideally everyone would reach the

level of formal operations, in fact, many adults never do
(Piaget, 1972).

And since there is evidence that moral

development may be dependent upon attainment of prerequisite
levels of Piagetian cognitive development (Faust &
Arbuthnot, 1978; Greeno & Maccoby, 1986; Walker, 1986a), it
follows that not everyone will reach Kohlberg's highest

level of moral maturity.
in fact, in a revision of his theory, Kohlberg (1981,
1985; reported in Boyes & Walker, 1988) concedes that most

people may not, in fact, reach the Stage 6 of his original
theory, or the Postconventional level (which includes Stage
5 as well) (Kohlberg, 1971; Kohlberg & Kauffman, 1987).

Other researchers contend that four stages are sufficient to

account for the moral development of a large majority of

children and adults (Bussey & Maughan, 1982; Greeno &
Maccoby, 1986; Rest, 1986b).

Since few people actually reach Stage 6, the final,
ideal stage of moral maturity, and many do hot reach even
stage 5, it is important to look more closely at stages 3

and 4.

Kohlberg (1971; Kohlberg & Kramer, 1969) describes

the two stages of the Conventional Level as follows;

Stage 3:

The interpersonal concordance or the "good

boy—nice girl" orientation.

Good behavior is that

which pleases or helps others and is approved by them.

There is much conformity 1:o stereotypical images of
what is majority or "natural" behavior.

Behavior is

freguently judged by intention-^-"he means well" becomes

important for the first time.

One earns; approval by

bSiing "nice."

Stage 4:

The "law and order" orientation.

There is

orientatioh toward authority, fixed rules, and the

maintenance of the social order.

Right behavior

consists of doing one's dulty, showing respect for
authority, and maintaining the given social order for
its own sake.

(Kohlberg, 1971, p. 164).

The justice orientation becomes apparent at stage 4
where one maintains a sense of justice out of respect for

law and authority and a sense of duty; at stage 5 the
emphasis is on justice as respect for individual rights as
agreed upon by the society; and at Stage 6 justice arises

out of one's own conscience as abstract ethical principles
(Kohlberg, 1971; Kohlberg fi Kramer, 1969).
Characteristic of traditional theories of development,

Kphiberg's theory includes the criterion of universality:
the stages and one's progression through them apply equally
to all individuals in all cultures (Boyes & Walker, 1988;
Snarey, 1985).

.

Moral Maturitv versus Moral Orientation bv Gender

A major exceptiG>ri to Kohlberg's claim of universal

application comes; from Carol Gilligfan.

According to

Gilligan, Kohlberg's theory is not universally applicable to
women.

Gilligan's objection is based on the Observation

that most of the research used to establish Kohlberg's
theory was derived from studies of males only.

When judged

according to Kohlberg's androcentric model, females are

placed at a disadvantage (Gilligan, 1977, 1982; Gilligan &
AttanuCci, 1988).

Kohlberg and Kramer (1969) identified

Stage Three as the characteristic mode of women's moral

judgments, claiming that since women's lives were

interpersbnally based, this stage was not only "functional"
for them but also adequate for resolving the moral conflicts

that they faced.

While girls often reached Stage Three

sooner than boys, they tended to remain at that stage while
boys' development continued further along Kohlberg's scale

(Bussey & Maughan, 1982; Gilligan, Kohlberg, Lerner, and
Belenky, 1971; Greeno & Maccoby, 1986).

Kohlberg's placing of women at a lower level on the

hierarchy of moral maturity has a long history:

Freud

believed that females were morally inferior to males,
especially in their diminishedtsense of justice (reported in
Brabeck, 1983, 1986 ahd Gilligan, 1982), and Piaget (1932)
specifically noted that girls tended to have a far less

developed legal sense and used rules less often.

For Freud,

Piaget, and Kohlberg, the source of the different moral

dispositions of men and women is biology; for others, gender
is a social construction (Bordo, 1986).

According to

Gilligan (1977, 1982) and others (Brabeck, 1983, 1986;
Chpdgrow, 1971, 1978), men and women operate from different

petspecti'vps because of their different experiences growing
^up>

Girls learn very early that it is the primary
responsibility of women to care for others.

Girls identify

with their primary caretaker, usually the mother, and become
attached to her, while boys identify with the father and

find they must separate from the mother to do so.

Boys tend

to become aggressive and independent, girls empathetic and
interdependent.

As explained by Damon (1988) men emphasize

rules and fairness because of this orientation toward

separateness acquired during development.

Rules are

necessary when one's primary focus is on potential conflict;

they provide the "artificial links" (p. 98) between persons.
The emphasis on separation, conflict, and rules is less

problematic for girls.

They also learn the importance of

connections with others, cooperation, and care.

For Gilligan, the problem of the differing moral levels
of women and men on Kohlberg's hierarchy is not just in

finding women developmentally inadequate, it is placing
women in the same developmental model at all.

According to

Gilligan (1977, 1982), women actually progress along a
different developmental path from men.

Gilligan proposes an alternative sequence of stages to

describe female moral development based upon the morality of

care and relationships.

The first level is an ethic of

caring for the self in oi^der to ensure survival.

The

transition from the first level to the second replaces
selfishness with responsibility.

At this next level is the

"maternal" ethic that assumes responsibility for others*

welfare arid values care and responsibility.

This is the

level of the conventiorial view of women as care-takers and

protectors.

Concern for others often entails self-sacrifice

and the need for approval (typical of Kohlberg's stage
three).

In the seeond transitidn^ women begin to see that a

mprality of care must inGlude care of self as well as

others.

At the third and highest level the need to take

care of oneself includes an emphasis on the interconnection

between other and self (Brabeck, 1986; Gilligan, 1977,
1982).

Gilligan's theory of the morality of care and

responsibility grew out of her work with young women.
listening to women's discussion

By

of their own real-life

moral conflicts, Gilligan recognized that women's concerris
centered on care and response to others.

This led to the

definition of the morality of care as personal and
cohtextual as opposed to the morality of justice which is
abstt^ct and absolute.

Gilligan'S open—ended interview

method continued to elicit material supporting her
contention of the mprality of care aS a women's morality.

Her original research involved interviewing women who
were facing a decision about whether or not to have an

abortion (Gilligan, 1977, 1982; Gilligan & Belenky, 1980).
Since then she and her colleagues have expanded and refined
the theory by interviewing adolescent girls about their real

moral concerns (Gilligan, Lyons & Hanmer, 1990), asking both
adolescent boys and girls to explain their moral position
using Aesop's fables (Johnston, 1988), interviews of male

and female children, adolescents, and adults about the self
and morality (Gilligan & Attanucci, 1988; Lyons, 1983),
analyzing adolescents* journals during a Holocaust awareness
class (Bardige, 1988), individual interviews with urban

youth about their experiences of unfairness (Bardidge, Ward,
Gilligan, Taylor & Cohen, 1988) and urban violence (Ward,
1988), and a study of women lawyers (Jack & Jack, 1988).

The findings in each of these studies support the theory
that females tend to be more care oriented while males tend
to exhibit the justice perspective.
Other research comparing genders on moral orientation

show conflicting results (Brabeck, 1989).

The research

cited above focused on moral orientation and used

predominantly interview methods.

Some studies have

developed methodology attempting to combine Kohlberg's stage
development/justice focus model and Gilligan•s orientation

by gender model.

Pratt, Golding and Hunter (1984) used

Kohlberg's Moral Judgment instrument, a version of the Bem

Sex Role Inventory (BSRI), and the Personal Attributes

Questiorinaire (FAQ) and found limited evidence of sex

differences in moral orientation only at the principled

level of moral judgment and no evidence of overall stage
differences by sex.

Smetana (1984) criticizes Pratt et al.

saying that Gilligan's thesis cannot be adequately tested
within Kohlberg's system and that any sex differences found
are to some extent an artifact of Kohlberg's scoring system.

(For a more comprehensive review of the problems comparing
the two systems, methodblogy and Scoring, the reader is
referred to Brabect, 1983, 1986.)

Friedman, RobinsOn, and Friedman (1987) also attempted
tO: Compare moral orientation and gender using items

constructed from both Kohlberg•s and Gilligan•s descriptions
of a mature moral response plus the PAQ; they too found no
sex differences.

Research on Kohiberg'S stage theory has a longer
history than research on moral orientation.

Some of the

earlier studies using the Kohlbergian system support the
theory of gender differences in moral reasoning (Kohlberg &
Kramer, 1969) includirig some mentioned in a review of 45

Studies (Snarey, 1985).

Other studies have found no

differences between females and males (Colby, Kohlberg,
Gibbs, & Lieberman, 1983; Damon, 1988; Gilligan, 1986;

Luria, 1986; Murphy & Gilligan, 1980; Rest, 1975; Rest,
1986a; Rest, Thoma, Moon & Getz, 1986; Snarey, 1985; Walker,
lo'

1984; Walker, 1986a; Walker, de Vries & Trevethah, 1987).
When differences are cited they usually disappear when class
(Luria, 1986), education, and occupation (Walker, 1984) are
controlled.

There has been no satisfactory resolution of the debate

over gender differences and moral reasoning primarily
because serious questions still abound regarding definitions
and methodology.
Moral Development and Cross-CUltural Evidence

The criterion of cross-cultural universality of
Kohlberg•s developinent stage theory is also consistently

debated.

Research evidence by Kohlberg and his associates

provides consistent support for the hierarchical theory and

its applicability to other cultures.

For example, Kohlberg

and Kramer (1969) report research done on middle-class urban

boys in the U.S., Taiwan, and Mexico and village boys in
Turkey and Yucatan as evidence supporting their claim of

universal application.

Other Studies provide general

support for Kohlberg's theory, thbugh some with reservations
(Boyes & Walker, 1988; Kohlberg, 1971; Kohlberg & Kauffman,

1987; Kohlberg & Kramer, 1969; Nisan & Kohlberg, 1982; Rest,

1986b; Snarey, 1985; Snarey, Reimer, & Kohlberg, 1984;
Vasudev & Hummel, 1987).

Other theorists, however, dispute the assertion of the

universality of Kohlberg's moral stages.

Onuf (1987)

explains that the structure of rights and duties which

11:

define individuality may be equated with the liberal culture

of Western industrial societies,

dnuf's highest type of

rule is the commitment-rule, with its reciprocative

obligations, which he places at the same level as Kohlberg's
postconventional level.

Although Onuf criticizes Kohlberg

for several theoretical inconsistencies, his language of
rules is similar to Kohlberg's language of justice, both of
which are placed at the highest level of development and
both of which have been identified with males.

Still other theorists argue that notions of what is

moral depend upon one's social (Damon, 1988), historical
(Kerber, 1986), and political (Ruddick, 1987) context.

Damon (1988) cites anthropological research from Kenyan and

Indian cultures to demonstrate that moral imperatives vary
with the culture and the activities necessary to the
society's survival.

Schweder, Mahapatra, and Miller (1987)

note that items of moral concern are so vastly different to

Indian children than to their western counterparts that
there is little congruence between the moral developmental
Stages of the two cultures.

Vasudev and Hummel (1987),

while supporting the cross-cultural generality of Kohlberg's
model in their research, also using Indian children, note
that there are some issues in morality which are not

accounted for in Kohlberg's overly formalized theory of
moral reasohlng.

12

Boyes and Walker (1988) challenge the universality

qlaiia on the grounds that the theory misses or misconstrues
some significant moral concepts from several cultures.
Baumrind (1986) goes even further in criticizing

Kphlberg•s assertioh of universality claiming that his
definitiph is restrictive and cannot be accurately applied
tP females pr citizens of Second and Third World countries,

she describes a trait shared by both Buddhists and Marxists,
the understanding of the self as embedded in the social
structure.

This emphasis on the individual as sOGially

embedded rather than as autonomous and self-centered is

generally associated with females in Western cultures.
Moody'^^Panis (1991) criticizes Kohlberg's attempts at

the universal application of his theory as an error in the
direction of oversimplification, a kind of reductionism that
prphibits a plurality of voices necessarily characteristic

pf a mature Society, a plurality of voices from both sexes
and various cultures.

Gilligan's criticisms of Kohlberg are echoed by these
wpiters*

Her morality of care has been argued to be a valid

descriptioh of women's morality.

The purpose of this study

is to extend the investigation of the morality of care to
include members of ethnic minorities who may share some of
the same characteristics with Women that cause them to

operate from an ethic of care.

13

Moral Orientation and Ethnic Minorities

There has been little research on moral orientation and

minority culture or class.

The cross-cultural research on

moral development has usually been done with members of the

dominant culture or class and thus cannot be generalized to
ethnic minority cultures.

Tronto (1987) argues that the morality Gilligan

identified with women might be better identified with
subordinate or minority status. "Gircumstantial evidence

strongly suggests that the moral views of minority group
members in the United States are much more likely to be

characterized by an ethic of care than by an ethic of
justice" (Tronto, 1987, p. 650).
It is usually the dominant cultural group, which in bur
society would be white males, who make the rules and define

the justice that all of sbciety must live by.

Females and

both men and women of ethnic minorities have historically
been allotted positions subordinate to white males.

It has

been their jbb to take care of the dominant class (e.g., as
wives and servants) while being dependent upon them for
economic support.

Gilligan (1982) describes it as "a social

system of relatibnships that sustain ecbnomic dependence and
social subordination" for women and cbmments on how "class,
race, and ethnicity are used to justify and rationalize the

continuing inequality of an economic system that benefits
some at others' expense" (p. 169).

^

■
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The "others" at whose

expense the majority henefit must also sustain themselves.
For many that sustenance r^

in their own networks of

care established to preserve a sense of self in face of what
they may perceive as an oppressive society.

For example,

gang membership is a social networ-k established by a
cultural minority (usually young and often of an ethnic
minority group) designed to control both community and
person identity.

Women's support groups often perform the

same function.

it is reasonable to consider that if the same factors
which cause women to operate from a care perspective are

also functional for both women and men of ethnic minorities,
then the care orientation can be generalized beyond the

issue of gender tb include different minority groups.
Harding (1987) affitms the similarities between

Gilligan's theory and Africanisttheofies.

Among both

feminists and Africanists, there is a tendency to set one's
groupi apart from the dominant class of white European males.

Both gender and race are sbcial and historical categories,
and the larger social context can account for these

differences--gender and racial—as structured by oppression
and exploitation.

As Harding says, ". . . we should expect

white, bourgeois, European men to have cognitive styles and
a world view that is different from the cognitive styles and
world views of those whose daily activities permit the

direction of social life by those men" (1987, p. 310).
:V
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■

Staek (1974/ 1986) coiments that in her research with

Blacks in both the urban setting and returning migrants to
the rural South there is little consistency with Gilligan's

theory of care vs. justice orientation by gender
differentiation.

Rather than differences between women and

men. Black women and men have a very similar experience of

class, "that is a similar relationship to production,
employment, and material and economic rewards" (1986, p.
322).

Both women and men emphasize the strength and

importance of kinship ties, relationships, and networks of
care.

Tronto (1987) discusses the similarities between ethnic

minbrities* and women's descriptions of moral behavior and
the thbory of care.

She cites researchers such as Robert

Coles and his discussions with Chicano, Eskimo, and Native
American Indian children and John Langston Gwaltney and his
work with Blacks.

For these Chicano, Eskimo, Native

American children and Blacks, care and respect for others
takes precedence over other values.

Tronto also quotes Jackson (1982) who contrasts the
"analytical, logical, cognitive, rational, step by step"
thinking of Europeans and Euro-^Americans with African

thinking which relies on "syncretistic reasoning, intuitive,

holistic, affective" patterns of thought in which
"Comprehension comes through sympathy" (Tronto, p. 651).
Another theorist, Nobles (cited in Tronto, 1987), relates

16

this different manner of thinking style to black Americans'

concept of the self.

According to Nobles this view of self

stresses "a sense of 'cooperation,' 'interdependence,' and

'collective responsibility,' as the extended self."

Tronto

notes the striking similarities between this language and

that of Lyons (1983, 1990) in defining women's care
perspective (see Table l).

Tronto explains these differences by referring to
social context.

White women and minority men and women have

primary responsibility for taking care of others in our

society.

This naturally leads to the development of an

ethic Of care and the valuing of care activities.

According

to Tronto, "The dearth of caretaking experiences makes
privileged males morally deprived.

Their experiences

mislead them to think that moral beliefs can be expressed in

abstract, universalistic terms as if they Were purely
cognitive questions, like mathematical formulae"

(p. 652).

The question of whether moral perspectives differ by
gender or ethnicity is far from answered; much of the

existing research on gender presents conflicting evidence.
There has been little actual research identifying moral

orientation by ethnic group or class.

This study continues

with the collection of data on differences in moral

perspective to determine whether in this sample women's

responses differ from men's in placing greater emphasis on
care, and whether the responses of people from contemporary
; ■
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ethnic minority groups in the U.S. show a greater emphasis
on care compared to Caucasians, the majority culture.
Methodological Concerns

Because much of the Kohlberg-Gilligan diebate centers on

their differing methodologies, it is important to examine
each one and look at how other researchers have attempted to
refine and build upon each system.
To measure moral development Kohlberg and his

colleagues developed an elaborate system published in
revised form in 1987 in two volumes as The Measurement of

Moral Development (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987).

Their "Standard

Issue Moral Judgment Interview and Scoring System" is based
on the developmental sequence postulated in Kohlberg•s

theory of moral judgment and consists of lengthy interviews
with individuals in which each subject reads or is read a
moral dilemma and asked to respond.

The content of these

responses is carefully analyzed to match it to the

corresponding level on the hierarchy.

One popular

Kbhlbergian dilemma which is also used in most subsequent
research in moral development is the "Heinz" dilemma (see
Appendix A).

In this dilemma Heinz must decide whether or

not to steal in order to save his dying wife.

The development of Kohlberg•s system of scoring spanned
a 30-year time period during which numerous studies, both
cross-sectional and longitudinal, were undertaken to refine

and validate the system (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Colby,
. /
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Kohlberg/ Gibbs, & Lieberman, 1983; Gilligan, Kohlberg,
Lerner> & Belenky, 1971; Nisan & Kohlberg, 1982; Snarey,
Reimer, & Kohlbergf 1984).

Although this system remains lii

wide use, attempts were inade to simplify it for researchers
and practictioners (e.g, Porter, 1972; West & Bursor, 1984))
and to make it more objective (Rest, 1975, 1986a, 1986b).

James Rest derived his Defining issues Test (DIT) from

Kohlberg's work but differed on methodology (1975; 1986a;
1986b)•

Rather than an interview procedure, the DIT

resembles a multiple-choice test.

Rest uses some of the

same dilemmas as Kohlberg, including the Heinz dilemma, but

each is accompanied by a set of items derived from interview

material to which subjects respond. The items are carefully
designed to represent the different considerations that are

diagnostic of different schemes of fairness (i.e., moral

judgment stages) anci derived so that subjects focus on the
form of argument rather than on the action advocated by the
dilemma question. Subjects read each of three or six story
dilemmas and are asked to indicate how important (on a fivepoint scale) each of the twelve decision items is to

deciding the dilemma.

After more than 500 studies using the

DIT, Rest (1986a) concludes that the test is a valid

indicator of moral stage.

Gilligan's interview method, based on Piaget's method
was initially less structured that Kohlberg's system.
Rather than present subjects with hypothetical dilemmas,
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Gilligan would ask them about their own personal moral
concerns.

Gilligan has been criticized for her lack of an

objective scoring system; her reliance on subjective content
analysis of both literary works and her subjects' own
stories make it difficult to establish a data base and

replicste her findings (Brabeck, 1986; Luria, 1986; Smetana,
1984; Vasudev, 1988).

Partly to address this problem, Lyons (1983, 1990)
developed a system that operationalized the distinction

between the care focuS and the justice focus as they
appeared in subjects' descriptions of real life dilemmas.

This system is summarized in Table 1, "The Logic of Two
Moral Perspectives."

Lyons' scoring system has been the

basis for analysis of much of the recent research on moral

orientation, including this research investigation.
other researchers have used combinations of techniques

to make comparisons between Gilligan's and Kohlberg's
systems more reliable (e.g. comparing moral stages and moral

orientations using both real^life and hypothetical dilemmas,
Walker, de Vries, & Trevethan, 1987).

Friedman, Robinson,

and Friedman (1987) developed a system attempting to bridge
the gap between Kohlberg and Gilligan which was used as part
of the procedures for the current investigation.

They

constructed their moral reasoning instrument from Rest's DIT

using dilemmas (including Heinz) which also appeared in
Kohlberg's work.

The main difference is that the items in
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Table 1

The Logic of Two Moral Perspectives (adapted from

Lyons, 1990, pp. 46-'

The perspective of response (care) in relationships
■versus

The perspective of rights (justice) in relationships
Perspective toward other-
care
See others in their own terms; contexts

justice

See others as one would like to be seen;
in quality and reciprocity

Conception of self-in-relation to others—•
care
Interdependent in relation to others

justice

Autpnomous/equal/independent in relation
to others

ideas and images of relationships—
care

justice

Attachment through response;
interdependence of people in
relationships; concern with
responsiveness, isolation of people;
relationships as webs

Attachment through roles, obligation,
duty; concern with equality and fairness
in relatibnships; relationships as

hierarchies

Ways of thinking/knowing—

care

justice

Particularistic; contextual; question
posing; suspended judgment; use of
dialogue, discussion; goal is
understanding; thinking and feeling help
Objective; generalizing; abstract;
ruleseeking; goal is to critique, to
analyze,

to answer question, to prove;

thinking and feeling seen as needing to
■ ■' ■ ■ be' separated:- ■ ■:-:•; ■

Interpersonal ideas and processes—
care

Interdependent; emphasis oh discussion

and listening in order to understand
others in own contexts

justice

^Objective; role-related; In order to
maintain fairness and equality in
dealing with others
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Friedman et al

s checkiist. were constructed from Kohlberg's

and Gilligan's descriptions of the moral choice.

Specifically, items from Kohlberg's 1978 manual (cited in
Friedman, Robinson, Friedman, 1987) addressed the issues of
moral principles applicable to all individuals, rational
standards applicable to a particular situation, the relation
of values to each other, the relation of human rights to the

law, rights of individuals, and the right of the individual
to make autonomous value decisions.

Items derived from

Gilligan (1982) focused on actual consequences for people
involved in the situation, the effects on specific
relationships, the particular context and/or nature of the
people involved, a person's willingness to sacrifice versus
selfishness, the obligation to exercise care in

relationships, and the obligation to avoid hurt.

Subjects

were asked to rate the importance of each item in making a
decision about the dilemma.

Worthley (in press) used a similar technique in her

research on moral orientation and science persistence but
added the step of having subjects generate their own
considerations from each dilemma to be rated.

The

methodology of Friedman, Robinson, and Friedman (1987) and
Worthley (in press) provided the basis for the procedures

and instruments used in the current study.

The present

study employs a methodology that operationalizes key

terminology from the theories of both Kohlberg and Gilligan
. 22
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in a format which seeks to reduce subjective experiinenter

bias inherent in a straight interview
Hvpotheses"

One hypothesis of this study concerns the relationship

between moral prientation arid gender.

Specifically, it was

expected that femriles would score items reflecting the care
orientation higher than males and conversely males would

score items reflectirig the justice orientation higher than
.females.•:

The major hypothesis of the study extends the theory of
moral orientation to include members of ethnic minority
groups.

It was hypothesized that members of ethnic

minorities (Non-Caucasians) would rate items representing
the care orientation higher than would the ethnic majority
(Caucasians).

Conversely, Caricasians would score items

representing the justice orientatiori more important than
would Non-Caucasians.

In addition it was expected that females would tend to

use the care orientation more than the justice prientation
and that ethnic minorities would Use the care Prientation

more than the justice orientation.
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METHOD

Student participants were recruited primarily from

English classes at Victor Valley College and San Bernardino
Valley College^^

English class students were chosen because

all students are required to take English and some degree of
self-selection might be avoided by using these students as
subjects,

one history class was also used. In order to

extend the sample beyond students, a small sample of

professionals, faculty and administrators from the same two
colleges were also invited to participate.
One reason that Community college students were used is

that community colleges attract a widely diverse population
in terms of ethnicity, age, socioeconomic status, and
gender.

Since mOst of the previous research was done with

middle-class and upper middle-class subjects in adolescence
and early adulthood and bften exclusively male or female
school populations, it seemed appropriate to expand the

research base to include a more diverse sample.

An

advantage of using community college students over public

university students is that their very diversity means that
their perspectives are not as controlled as students in the

more traditional setting.

Coinmunity college students may

have goals other than the traditional four—year degree—
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Vocational goals, personal enrichment, and basic and/or
remedial educatioh--which could translate into alternative
perspectives.

There were a total of 211 experimental subjects;
Females = 143 (68%), Males = 68 (32%), Non-Gaucasians = 92

(44%), Caucasians = 119 (56%). These larger groups included

the following subgroups:

Female Non-Caucasians = 62 (29%),

Female Caucasians = 81 (38%) Male Non-Caucasians =30 (14%),
Male Caucasians = 38 (18%).

Although subjects were asked for their specific ethnic

identification, there were not sufficient numbers in any of
the subgroups for meaningful analysis.

The Non-Caucasian

groups representing ethnic minorities included African

American/Blacks, Hispanic/Latinos, American Indians,
Asian/Pacific Islanders, and Other.
Materials

The project consisted of three phases.

In all three

phases subjects were informed that the purpose of the study
was to find out what criteria people Used in making

decisions. (The word "moral" was deliberately not used in
order to avoid popular meanings of the word which could

influence subjects' responses.) The decisions subjects were
asked to make involved four moral dilemmas where any
decision Made had both good and bad aspects.

One's Values

would determine Which aspects were more acceptable than
others.
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Fouir pt6ry dileinnias (Se6 Appendix A) were construc'ted

IrO

used as the istiiinili for the decisibn-makiiig items.

The first dilemma, "HEINZ*s Dilemma," was taken from

Kohlberg's Moral Judgment Interview scoring mahual (Colby &

Kohlberg, 1987) and has heen used in^ ^^^m^^

of the subsequent

research on moral maturity and moral orientation. It served

as the model upon Which the other three dilemmas were

patterned.

VHEli^Z's Dilemma" is hypothetical; the other

three are real cases but written to sound hypothetical so
that the subjects Would\hot readily recognize them and use
any previous knowledge they might have of the cases in

making their decisions.

The dileinmas were written to be

approximately the same length and level of difficulty.
They were also balanced by the gender of the "decision
maker" and the "victim."

"HEINZ's Dilemma" cohcerns a man in Europe whose wife

is dying. Heinz is unable to buy the drug that might save
her life and considers stealing the drug although it means
breaking the law.

The second dilemma, "CAROLVs Dilemma^ is about a

teacher who must decide whether or not to give a passing
grade to a student, Larry, a star football player unable to
master the course, even though he has tried hard.

Carol

knows that a passing grade may help him become a success in
life while a failing grade will end his chances at an
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education and good job.

This dilemma is based on an actual

experience of the author.

"LAURA'S Dilemma" was printed in the Los Anaeles Times

newspaper February 22, 1991, as"The Choice:
Her Children'' (Leyine, 1991).

Her Country or

This is a true story of a

young mother forced to decide whether or not to obey the law

and go with her unit to serve in the Persian Gulf or to stay
home with her young children who have already lost one
parent to the Gulf war.

"DR. JOHNSON'S Dilemma" is actually that of Dr. Timothy
Quill as reported in the Los Anaeles Times March 8 and March
17, 1991 and elsewhere.

Dr. Quill is the doctor who helped

the young leukemia victim to overdose on sleeping pills.
His story focused hatiohal attention on the right of

individuals to choose their own death and the right of a
doctor to aid in that decision for reasons of compassion.

Subjects in all phases were asked to read these four

dilemmas.

(See Appendix A for the exact presentation of the

dilemmas.)
Procedures

The procedures included three phases adapted from

similar procedures used by Rest (1986b), Friedman, Robinson,
and Friedman (1987), and Worthrey(in press).

The first two

phases were used to generate and label the considerations to

be used in the experimental phase.

Subjects who were peers

of the experimental subjects were used to generate and label
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the considerations in an atteinpt at a compromise between the

subjective freely-generated responses of Gilligan and Lyons
and the objective formats used by Kohlberg and Rest.

Phase I.

Thirty-four students in two English classes

were asked to read each of the four experimental dilemmas

and articulate the problem in each one.

Next they were

asked to list six things/ideas they would have to take into

consideration in order to resolve the dilemma.

They had to

list these six "considerations" in order of importance from
most important to least important.

The packet included a

sample page with an example paragraph and list of ranked

considerations so etudents would understand what they were
to do (See Appendix A).

For this example,

Rest's sample

dilemma was adapted (1986a).
For each of the four dilemmas, five of the most

coinmonly listed considerations illustrating the care

orientation and five of the most commonly listed
considerations illustrating the justice orientation were

included in Phase II.

For this purpose the author used

language adapted from Lyons (1990) to match subject

responses to the two orientations (see Table 1 and Appendix
B).

Phase II.

The purpose of Phase II was to verify the

assignment of each of the considerations to either the care

or the justice orientation.

A different group of 38

subjects read each of the same four dilemmas.

■
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This time

each dilemma was followed by the ten considerations
generated in Phase I, five illustrating the care orientation

and five the justice orientation as judged by the author.

The order of the considerations was randomly determined by
the throw of a die.

The directions for this phase included a description of
each orientation and an example but not the justice or care
label.

Instead they were labeled Patterns (of Response) A

and B.

Subjects were asked to indicate which pattern, A or

B, each consideration matched and how closely they felt it
matched by marking one of five places on the line from

"definitely A" to "definitely B."

The language and examples

(from the Heinz dilemma) used as the model for matching the
considerations were adapted from Lyons (1990).

In order to

control for order effects half of the subjects read the care
example first and half read the justice example first (See
Appendix B).
For each of the four dilemmas, the three considerations

judged by this group as most strongly matching the care
orientatipn and the three "considerations" judged most
strongly matching the justice orientation were included in

Phase III, the experimental phase of the project.
Phase III.

The experimental subjects received the four

dilemmas, each with the six considerations listed in random

order.

Subjects had to indicate on a Likert-type scale how

important each "consideration" was to them in deciding the

resolution of the dileitma from "Least Important" (value of
1) to "Very Important" (value of 5).

They were also asked

whether or not the protagonist should execute the decision
being considered.

(See Appendix C).

Finally, subjects were asked to indicate their

ethnicity, gender, incbme level, and age but were instructed
not to include their names in order to assure subject
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RESULTS'

SubjeGts read four dileinmas and rated six

^'considerations" for each dileitiiaa according to how important
they felt each consideration was to the satisfactory
resolution of the problem.

For each consideration the range

of scores possible was from 1 (Least Important) to 5 (Very
Important).

The three care scores and the three justice

scores for each dilemma were summed and averaged resulting
in a mean care score and a mean justice score for each
dilemma. Total care and Tctal justice scores across dilemmas
were also calculated.

Since the hypotheses called for

cpmparisoris between gender and ethnic groups, the mean
scores are presented in group comparison tables by dilemma

(Tables 2-5) and across dilemmas (Table 6).
Analysis of Variance

Two-way ANOVAs were conducted for care and for justice
by gender and ethnic group on each dilemma and for each

orientation across dileinmas.

The results indicate partial

support for the relationship between gender and moral

orientation and strong support for the association of ethnic
group and moral Orientation.
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Table 2

Mean Scores on the HEINZ Dilemma caire vs. justice

Orientation bv Gender and Ethnic Group

Caucasians

Non-Caucasians

Total bv
Gender

care

Females

3.82

4.07

3.93*

Males

3.33

3.82

3.54

Females

2.89

3.41

3.12

Males

2.69

3.28

2.95

JUSTICE

Total bv Ethnic Group
care

3.66

3.99*

Justice

2.83

3.37*

*2<.01.

Note.

Scores range from 1 (Least Important)

to 5 (Very Important)
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Table 3

Mean Scores on the CAROL Dileinma care vs. justice

Orientation bv Gender and Ethnic Group

Caucasians

Non-Caucasians

Total by
Gender

care

Females

3.75

4.00

3.86

Males

3.71

3.67

3.70

Females

3.43

3.78

3.58

Males

3.24

3.81

3.50

JUSTICE

Total bv Ethnic Group
care

3.74

3.89

Justice

3.37

3.79*

*E<.Ul.

Note.

Scores range from 1 (Least Important)

to 5 (Very Important)
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Table 4

Mean Scores on the LAURA Dilemma care vs. justice

Orientation bv Gender and Ethnic Group

Caucasians

Non-Caucasians

Total bv

Gender
care

Females

3.50

3.73

3.60

Males

3.26

3.71

3.45

Females

2.95

3.15

3.04

Males

2.68

3.27

2.93

JUSTICE

Total bv Ethnic Group
care

3.42

3.72*

Justice

2.86

3.19*

*E<.01.

Note.

Scores range from 1 (Least Important)

to 5 (Very Important)
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Table 5

Mean Scores on the JOHNSON DileTnina care vs. justice
Orientation bv Gender and Ethnic Group

Caucasians

Non-Caucasians

Total bv
Gender

care

Females

3.88

4.09

3.91*

Males

3.38

3.87

3.60

Females

3.65

3.86

3.74

Males

3.38

3.86

3.58

JUSTICE

Total bv Ethnic Group
care

3.72

4.02*

Justice

3.56

3.86

■ *E<.'01.: , ;■
Note.

Scores range from 1 (Least Important)

to 5 (Very Important)
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Table.;6'V-'

^

Mean Scores on TOTAL of all bileininas on care vs. iustlce
Orientation bv Gender and Ethnic Group

Caucasians

Non-Caucasians

Total bv
Gender

care

Females

3.73

3.97

3.83*

Males

3.42

3.78

3.57

Females

3.20

3.54

3.35

Males

2.98

3.50

3.20

JUSTICE

Total bv Ethnic Group
care

3.63

3.91*

Justice

3.13

3.53*

*E<.01.

Note.

Scores range from 1

Important)

to 5 (Very Important)
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Gender and care.

Results indicate significant main

effects for gender for care on the HEINZ dilemma, F(l,204) =

11.53, E<-01; on the JOHNSON dilemma, F(l,206) -9.16,
E<.01; and on the TOTAL care score across dilemmas, F(l,203)

=10.76, ^<.01.
than males.

Femalee scored significantly higher on care

There were ho significant differences between

genders on the CAROL or LAURA dilemmas.

Gender and iustice.

There were no significant main

effects for gender and "Justice."

Males and females did not

differ significantly in the way they scored justice items on
any of the dilemmas.

Ethnic group and care.

There were significant main

effects for ETHNIC group for Care scores on the HEINZ

Dilemma, F(1,204) = 9.14, p <.01; the LAURA dilemma,
F(l,207) = 7.97, E <.01; the JOHNSON dilemma, F(l,206) =

6.83, E<.Oi; and on the TOTAL care score, F(l,203) =13.27,
E < .01 across dilemmas.

significant results.

Only the CAROL dilemma showed non

Non-CaUcasians scored higher than

Caucasians in all cases.

Ethnic group and justice.

There were significant main

effects for ETHNIC group for justice scores on the HEINZ

dilemma, F(l,206) = 16,00, e<•01; the CAROL dilemma,
F(l,204) = 6.65, E<-01' the LAURA dilemma, F(l,207) = 7.69,

E<-01; and the TOTAL justice score across dilemmas, F(l,200)
=17.40, E<-01«

Again, Non-caucasians scored higher than
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Caueasians.

There were no significant effects for ETHNIC

group and justice on the JOHNSON dileiniaa.
Interactions between gender and care versus justice.

Multiple Analyses of Variance (MANOVA) were conducted on
each dileinina plus the total across dilemmas to see if

subjects tended to prefer one orientation over the other.
The results provide partial support for the hypothesis that
females exhibit a preference for the care orientation over

the justice prientation.

There was a significant

interaetion between care versus justice and gender, with
care preferred by females, on the HEINZ dilemma, F(l,203) =
5.80, p<.05; on the JOHNSON dilemma, F(l,204) = 3.96, p<.05;
and-ou "the TOTAL care score across dilemmas, F(l,197) =
6.50, p<.05.

There were no significant differences between

preference of prientations for the CAROL and LAURA dilemmas.
Interactions between ethnic droup and care versus

justice.

Results on al1 four dilemmas confirmed the

hypothesis that Non^Caucasians use the care more than the

justice orientation;

the HEINZ dilemma, F(1,203) = 21.29, p

< .05; the CAROL dilemma, F,(1,204) = 6.41, e<.05; the LAURA

dilemma, 1:^,207) = 14.31, £<.05; the JOHNSON dilemma,
F(l,204) = 7.73, E<.05; and the TOTAL across dilemmas,
F,(1,197) = 22.90, e<.05.
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DISCUSSION

^

this study provide some support for the

hypothesis linking gender and moral orientatioh.

Females

rated care items significantly more important than did males
oh the HElNZ dilemma and the JOHNSON dilemma.

The TOTAL

care score across diiemmas also showed a significant bias
for females Who gave care considerations consistently higher
ratings than did males.
HElNZ: and JOHNSON dil

It is interesting to note that the
were very similar in that in both

cases a woman is dying and depends upon a man to do
something illegal and uriethical to help her:

in the one

case, to help her live, in the other to help her die.

both Cases, the care 0^

further harm.

in

works to protect the person from

Women, whose primary responsibility it is to

care for others and be concerned w^^

others* wants and

needs, may see these issues of life, death, or continued

euffering

issues requiring their serious personal

cortsideration.

The other two dilemmas, LAURA and CAROL, do

not deal with life and death issues, but rather with quality
of life:

the Ghildren's^

in Laura's case,

Larry's future in Carol's dileinma.

Perhaps, for women

especially, life and death issues are more salient care

issues than the quality of life.
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J^other ppss

for these different results could

be ah artifact of the dilemmas themselves.

The LAURA and

CAROL dilemmas focus on rules (e.g., obedience to authority
and giving a grade) while the HEINZ and JOHNSON dilemmas
clearly focus on the issue of life versus death.

There was no support for the hypothesis that males
would score higher on justice items than females.

Males and

females both use a justice orientation, including rules, a

sense of (iuty and obligation, about equally. That is to be
expected in western society where both males and females are
taught to respect and conform to the law and universal

principles of justice, where schools teach both males and
females to be objective, to analyze and to critique, and
where emphasis is placed on being fair.
Males and females internalize the norms of the society

regarding rules and justice because both groups are taught
them in a formal setting. In addition, females are taught>
mostly informally, the ethic of care.

It would be expected,

therefore, that the greatest divergence between genders
would be in the area of care.

This proved to be the case.

Considerable support was also found for the hypothesis
linking ethnic group and moral orientation; however this was
not always in the predicted direction.

Non-Caucasians rated

both care and justice significantly more important than did
Caucasians.

The hypothesis predicted that Non-Caucasians

would rate care items significantly higher than would
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Caucasians.

This was fbund to be true for three of the four

(iileimeb plus the total across dilemmas.
expectations, hohT-Caucasians also ra^

Contrary to

justice more

iropbrtaht than did Caucasians on three of the four dilemmas

plus the total•

Gonsistent

Non-Caucasians, representing

ethnic minorities, scored both care and justice items as

more important than did Caucasi^Us, the ethnic majority.
One possible interpretat^^^

that ethnic minorities

are more sensitive to both orientations because of their

life experiences.

They may believe that ascribing to the

values of the majority culture is a way to advance in that

culture.

After all, the ethic of justice, reciprocal

rights, and fairness would lead one to believe that ahyohe
would eventually receive his Or her fair share of society's
bShefits.

Along with this, the ethic of care would ensure

that one's needs are met in the event of a breakdown in the

ethic of justice.

Watd (1988) noted this integration of

justice and ca;re reasoning in listening to urban adolescents
discuss violence.

An alternatiye interpretation is the one in which the

attitude of responsibility with its interpersonal network of
care and the focus oh rights and its system of justice are

integrated into one mature moral perspective (Gilligan 1982,
1987; Muuss, 1988).

The moral person is one who uses reason

and deiiberate judgments to ensure that each person receives
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justice at the same time maintaihing concern for the well^
being and care of each individual (Brabeck, 1986).

Kohlberg, too, comments on the integration of the two
perspectives in which members of a group act to care for
each other and for the group thus ensuring justice (1985).

Flanagan and Jacksbn (1987) extend the argument to include
both forms of reasoning in the same episode:

for example,

'Heinz,
' after all, should steal the drug because it is his
wife; and his wife should get the drug because anv human

life is more important than any avaricious pharmacist's

desire to make some extra money" (Flanagan & Jackson, 1987,
p. 626).

Although the two arguments presented above for the

presence of both care and justice orientation preferences by
ethnic minorities seem reasonable, there is still another
possible explanation.

It is possible that ethnic minority

members (Non-Caucasians) may be susceptible to a response
bias which caused them to score consistently at the high end
of the range while Caucasians more consistently marked items
in the middle of the range.

while it is interesting to compare care and justice

scores between groups (e.g., females rate care
considerations higher than do males), it is also important
to look at the preference of care versus justice within

groups.

The MANOVA results provide partial support for the

hypothesis that females prefer care over justice as
■■
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demonstrated on the HEINZ and JOHNSON dilemmas and on the

TOTAL score across dilemmas.

Again the life and death issue

in these two dilemmas may explain why the care response is
stronger here than in the GAROL and LAURA dilemmas.
All four dilemmas provided support for the hypothesis

that Non-caucasians, the ethnic minority, haye a tendency to
focus on care over justice.
It is interesting to consider that while women and
ethnic minorities use the care orientation more than do men

and the ethnic majority, these latter groups tend to use

care and justice equally instead of exhibiting a preference
for justice as expected.

This could result from an

integration of orientations as discussed above.

Another

possibility is that Care is actually as important to males
and Caucasians as to females and ethnic minorities but is

hot expressed publicly.

The socialization process requires

that males refrain from exhibiting care behaviors.

The

anonymous nature of this project may have afforded subjects
the opportunity express their real preferences rather than
that imposed upon them by the culture.
Scoring patterns on the four dilemmas were similar with
one exception.

On the CAROL dilemma there were no

differences between any of the groups by gender and a main
effect for ethnic group (Non-Caucasians higher) on justice
only.

More than for any other dilemma subjects seemed to

respond in a similar manner to the story of the football
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player passing reifiedialEhglish when he couldn't read or
write.

One possibility is that this is not seen as a very

serious case so it would not be as harmful to let justice
prevail over care.

Anbther ihterpretation, consistent with

Gilligan's theory, is that this is a "real" or potentially
real case to cbllege students.

It is quite likely that

subjects in all groups could place themselves in Larry's
place or that they know of someone like Larry.

College

Studehts share a subculture and corresponding values (e.g.
you don't pass a class if you haven't done the work) which

for this case may be more salient than gender or ethnicity.
There is another possible reason for why Non—Caucasians
rated justice items as more important than did Caucasians on
the CAROL dileinma.

If the Non-Caucasians surmise that the

athlete is also a Non-Caucasian, which is a valid assumptioh

in the world of college football/ they may see it as very
important that Larry be treated fairly and not pushed into
realms where he faces certain defeat.

In this case care is

best served by justice.
Conclusions and Recommendations

In 1987, Tronto stated that to her knowledge, "No one

has examined minority group members using Gilligan's

methbdolbgy to see if thoy fit the morality of care better
that they fit Kohlberg's categpries" (p. 650).

In 1991, a

review of the literature did not find any systematic studies

addressing this problem.

This mixed results of this study indicate that there are
differences between ethnic minorities and the ethnic

matjority and between gender minority and majority on the
moral orientation vailues of care and justice.

The nature

and significance of these differences is still open to
interpretation.

The issues have vast social and political

implicatipns which cannot be taken lightly.

Both women and

members of ethnic minority groups may operate primarily from
a care perspective when making decisions on moral dilemmas

because they share the social experience of functioning in a
position subordinate to Caucasian males.

The concept of

justice, with its concomitant ethic of rules and
responsibility works for those who make the rules and are in
a ppsition to enforce them.

Those who do not make and do

not enforce the rules may find that the care ethic with its

focus on family and kinship ties, caring for others and
being cared for by others is more advantageous to their
survival and advancement as a class of people.

Baumrind (1986) warns against an overly simplistic view
of moral reaspning reduced to stereotypes.
are two voices:

Presented here

female and male, and the two voices of the

ethnic majprity and the ethnic minority.

Each of these

groups is made of humerous Other groups each of which

deserve their own consideration.

Spelman (1991) and Carby

(1990) suggest loPking beyond differences of gender and
ethnicity to comparisons based on other suf'jsct variables.
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As Scarr (1987) nptes, the fear

stereotyping groups

and penalizihg tiiem oh their differences should not
interfere with the accumulation of inforination that would

help us

differehces.

one point that both

Gilligan and Scarr make is that differences are not the same

as deficiencies.

Further research shouldi illuminate how our

differences can be complementary.
Further analysis by occupattioh is also warrante:d.
Damon (1988) notes that men and women with similar

occupational histories tend to use similar perpectiyes.
example, notes Damon, women lawYers tehd t

to the same extent as do male lawyers.

For

on justice

Jack and Jack (1988)

also comment that the success of lawyers depends, to some

extent, upon the congruence between their personal

orientation (justice focus) and that of their work.
Worthley (in press) found similar results with science

students.

Those who tei^ded to stay in the sciences

exhilaited a justice focus, while those who quit were less
strongly justice briented.

For these students, a justice

perspective and the study of science seemed to be related.

Sihce Gilligah and Kohlberg and their colleagues tended
to use primarily middle class subjects, there is a need for
studies across socib-ecohbmic class.

There is also a need

to consider moral orientation at different ages across the
lifespan,v most of the existing research is on adolescents
and young adults.

Finally, the issue of methodology needs continuing
attention.

From her earliest research, Gilligan recommended

the use of real situations rather than hypothetical dilemmas

in moral orientation research (Gilligan, 1977, 1982; Murphy
& Gilligan, 1980).

Females* and non-Caucasians' emphasize

the context of care as opposed to abstract hypothetical
situations; this can put them at a disadvantage when asked
to respond to objective hypothetical stimulus materials.

Walker (1989) insists that since women's lives are woven in

context, any methodology which does not build upon
contextual variables is subject to error.

She recommends an

interview technique that combines forced choice questions

with those requiring more open-ended responses.
Gilligan used an interview technique in her famous

abortion study (Gilligan & Belenky, 1980) and, although she
has been criticized for its lack of objectivity, she has
continued to defend and use that method in subsequent
research.

Most recently, Gilligan and her associates used

this approach with adolescents and their concept of self
(Gilligan, Lyons, & Hanmer, 1990).

A suggested extension of the current study is to employ

an interview or narrative (written response) technique in

conjunction with a rating method.

Subject responses would

be richer for the opportunity to respond freely and not as
susceptible to non-contextual constraints, while a Likert
type measure provides quantitative control.
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The issues of gender and ethnic group differences and

the means to measure them are far from settled.

This study

provides evidence that there may be differences in moral

perspective or orientation aligned by gender and ethnic
groups.

Continued research using more sensitive

instruments, both subjective and objective, is needed to

help clarify the use of the two orientations, justic:® and
care, as well as other perspectives which may not be evident

in this paradigm.
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Phase I; Listing the considerations
DECISION MAKING PROJECT

Directions to Students: The purpose of this project is to
find out what people think about when they make deGisions.
What are the things that have to be taken into consideration
in order to make a decision?

Read each of the problem stories below. Then state what you
think the problem is and list six things that you think are
the most important things to take into consideration in

making that decision.
important

Put your answers in order from most

(#1) to least important (#6).

Your answers are your dpinions.
answers.

There are no right or wrong

You do not heed to put your name on your paper,

but we would appreciate it if you would indicate your
gender/sex and ethnicity on the last page. Thanks for your
help with this project.
Use the sample below as a guide.

-V

•■

' SAMPLE

Frank Jones has beeh thinking about buying a car. He is
married, has two small children and earns an average income.

The car he buys will be his family's oniy car. It will be
used mostly to get to work and drive around tdw'n, but

sometimes for vacation trips.

In trying to decide what cat

to buy, Frank Jones realized that there were a lot Of
questions to consider.

What do you think is the problem here?

What decision needs

■■■ ■

to be made?'

Frank needs to buy a car that will serve the needs of the

whole family.

He needs to decide what kind of car to buy.

Considerations

1. (most important)r--whether a used cat would be more

ecbhomical in the long run than a new car

2. (2nd in importance)—whether a large, roomy car would be
better than a compact Car

3. (3rd in importance)—what kind of gas mileage the car
would get
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4. (4th in importance)--whether or not the car had an
extended warranty for parts and service

5.

(5th in importance)-^Whether the car was an import or

American made car

6.

(least important)—whether the color was green, Frank's

favorite color

HEINZ's Dilemma

In Europe, a woman was near death from a special kind of
cancer. There was one drug that the doctors thought might
save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist in the
same town had recently discovered. The drug Was expensive
to make, but the druggist was charging 10 times what the
drug cost him to make. He paid $200 for the radium and
charged $2^000 for a small dose of the drug. The sick
woman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow

the money, but he could only get together about $1,000,
which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that
his wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let
him pay later. But the druggist said, "No, I discovered the
drug and I'm going to make money from it." So Heinz gets
desperate and cpnsiders breaking into the man's store to
steal the drug for his wife.

What do you think is the problem here?

What decision needs

to be made?

On scratch paper, list at least six things that you think
need to be taken into consideration in making this kind of
decision. When you have finished listing them, put your top
six in order from most important to least important.Write
your final list on the next page.
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HEINZ's Dilemma Considerations

1. (most important)-

2.

(2nd in importance)-—

3.

(3rd in importance)—

4.

(4th in importanoe)—

5.

(5th in importance)—

6.

(least important)—
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CAROL'S Dilemma

Carol was a young college professor in her first year of

teaching. As an English teacher she was eager to help her
students learn better ways of communicating and expressing
themselves. She soon learned that she was also responsible
for educating athletes who often had poor English skills.
Carol cared about these young athletes and was able to find
tutors when they needed extra help. One young man, Larry,
was so severely handicapped, that even after two full years
of special help, he still could not write or read. But
Larry was a star on the college football team.

When Carol

finally gave him the inevitable failing grade, the coach
intervened. The coach explained that if Larry failed he
would have to return home to Georgia where he was the
youngest of 13 children and he would have no future. If he

were allowed to continue college, he might have a chance to
escape the cycle of poverty. Carol considers giving Larry a
passing grade even though he has not earned it.
what do you think is the problem here?

What decision needs

to be made?

on scratch paper, list at least six things that you think

need to be taken into consideration in making this kind of
decision. When you have finished listing them, put your top
six in order from most important to least important. Write
your final list on the next page.
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CAROL's Dilemma Considerations

1. (most important)-

2.

(2nd in importance)—

3.

(3rd in importance)—

4.

(4th in importance)—

5.

(5th in importance)—

6.

(least important)—
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LAURA'S Dilemma

Laura, a 28-year-old wif& and mother of two children, an
infant and a 7-year-old, found herself faced with an Unusual
problem.

Laura was also a medical technician in the U.S.

Navy and her unit had been called up to serve in the Persian
Gulf
L^^^
problem was complicated because her husband
was already serving in the gulf. Laura felt that her

children were already suffering because of their father's
absence and they would be damaged further if she left them.
Laura explained that each time she had become pregnant she

had asked the Navy if she could get out of the military.
She was told that in the event of a call up, only one parent
would have to go. But when the call up came, both parents

got their orders the same day. LaUra was reassured that it
was a ixiistake and would be corrected. The day before
mobilization, she was told she would have to go the next day
anyway.

Laura considers refusing to go.

what do you think is the problem here?

What decision needs

to be made?

On scratch paper, list at least six things that you think
need to be taken into cOhsideration in making this kind Of

decision. When you have finished listing them, put your top
six in order from most important to least important. Write
your final list on the next paoe.
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LAURA'S Dilemma Considerations

1. (most important)—

2.

(2nd in importance)—■

3.

(3rd in importance)—

4.

(4th in importance)—

5.

(5th in importance)—

6.

(least important)—
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DOCTOR JOHNSON's Dilemma

A young woman had a severe form of leukemia that is rarely
Gurable. Rather than undergo painful treatments that might
not work, she decided she would rather die.

When her

illness became too much to endure, she wanted to be able to
say goodby to her friends and family and then take her own
life. She asked Dr. JohnSdn to help her. Dr. Johnson had
never considered such a thing before, but he undersood her
need.

He was considerate and careful.

He counseled the

young woman and tried to get her into treatment, but she did
not change her mind.

Dr. Johnson decided he would not

abandon her. He considered prescribing sleeping pills for
her. He would make sure she knew how to use them to sleep
and the amount needed to commit suicide. Although he
thought he knew what she would do with the knowledge, he
considered yielding to her request.
What do you think is the problem here?

What decision needs

to be made?

On scratch paper, list at least six things that you think
to be taken into consideration in making this kind of

decision. When you have finished listing them, put your top
six in order from most important to least important. Write
Ydur final list on the next page.
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DOCTOR JOHNSON's Dllenmia Considerations

1. (most important)—

2.

(2nd in importance)—

3.

(3rd in importance)—

4.

(4th in importance)-

5.

(5th in importance)—

6.

(least important)—
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Please circle the correct response.

1.

What is your gender?
a.
b.

2.

PHASE I

female
male

What ethnic group do you consider yourself belonging

to?'

3.

a.

African Jhnerican

b.

Hispanic/Latino

c.

American Indian

d.

Asian/Pacific Island

e.
f.

Caucasian (white)
other (please write it in)

About how far back can you trace your ancestry in the

U.S.? .

a.

b.

3.

first generation (you yourself came here from
another country)
second generation (your parents came here from
another country)

c.

third generation (your grandparents came here from

d.

another country)
fourth generation or older

How old are you?

Once again, thank you for helping us with this research.
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APPENDIX B

PHASE II—Patterns of Response;
of the Considerations

Confirming the Orientation

Instructions page, alternate fonas-
pages 60-61 care sample first (used with one-half of the
pages 62-63 justice sample first (used with one-half of the
subjects)

pages 64-72 dilemmas with considerations (used with all
subjects)
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PATTERNS OF RESPONSE:

Care Sample

(AC)

This is a study of how people make decisions.

We are

interested in the criteria that people use when making
decisions.

Below you will find descriptions of two

different systems of criteria that might be used when making
decisions.

First you need to read carefully the two descriptions for
patterns of decision-making criteria and the examples. Keep
this sheet handy to refer to as you rate the individual
items.

Next you are going to read four dilemmas and a list of items

to be taken into consideration in resolving each dilemma.
As you read each of these considerations, decide whether it
more closely matches Pattern A or Pattern B or neither.

Put

an X on the line to indicate how strongly you feel the
response matches pattern A or pattern B. If you don't feel
it fits either, mark the center of the line.
PATTERN A

The most important thing is caring for and about other
people. We need to understand the other person's point of
view and realize that we all need to work together.
Relationships are important. We have a responsiblity to
help and protect each other. It is important to look for
ways to solve a problem, but sometimes it might mean looking
for other alternatives than just one simple answer.
Sometimes there is no answer.

EXAMPLE (from the first dilemma): whether if Heinz does
steal the drug and gets caught, he might to jail and there
would be no one to take care of his wife

definitely A

/_^ J

/

60

/

definitely B

PATTERN B

The most important thing is what is fair or just. We need
to have fair rules and to obey them. In order to maintain a

society we need to recognize our obligations, our duty, to
society. It is our responsibility to obey both the law and

moral principles and respect each other's rights.

There is

usually a fair, objective answer, you just have to know how
to find it.

EXAMPLE: whether if Heinz does steal the drug and gets
caught, the judge would be fair and recognize that Heinz was
doing what he had to and give him a light sentence

definitely A

/

/

61

/

/

definitely B

PATTERNS OF RESPONSE:

Justice Sample

(AJ)

This is a study of how people make decisions.

We are

interested in the criteria that people use when making
decisions.

Below you will find descriptions of two

different systems of criteria that might be used when making
decisions.

First you need to read carefully the two descriptions for
patterns of decision-making criteria and the examples. Keep
this Sheet handy to refer to as you rate the individual
items.

Next you are going to read four dilemmas and a list of items
to be taken into consideration in resolving each dilemma.
As you read each of these considerations, decide whether it
mpre closely matches Pattern A or Pattern B or neither. Put
an X on the line to indicate how strongly you feel the
respOrise matches pattern A or pattern B. If you don't feel
it fits either, mark the center of the line.
PATTERN A

The most important thing to consider is what is fair or
just. We need to have fair rules and to obey them. In
order to maintain a society we need to recognize our
obligations, our duty, to society. It is our responsibility
to obey both the law and moral principles and respect each
other's rights. There is usually a fair, objective answer,
yOu just have to know how to find it.

EXAMPLE (from the first dilemma):

whether if Heinz does

steal the drug and gets caught, the judge would be fair and

recognize that Heinz was doing what he had to and give him a
light sentence

definitely A ___/_ J_
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J

definitely B

PATTERN B

The most important thing to consider is caring for and about

other people. We need to understand the other person's point
of view and realize that we all need to work together.
Relationships are important. We have a responsiblity to
help and protect each other. It is important to look for
ways to solve a problem, but sometimes it might mean looking
for other alternatives than just one simple answer.
Sometimes there is no answer.

EXAMPLE:

whether if Heinz does steal the drug and gets

caught, he might go to jail and there would be no one to
take care of his wife

definitely A

/

/

/

63

J

definitely B

HEINZ's Dilemma

In Europe, a woman was near death from a special kind of
cancer. There was one drug that the doctors thought might
save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist in the
same towii had recently discovered. The drug was expensive

to make, but the druggist was charging 10 times what the

drug cost him to inake.

He paid $200 for the radium and

charged $2,000 for a small dose of the drug. The sick
woman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow
the money, but he could only get together about $1,000,
which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that
his wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let
him pay later. But the druggist said, "No, I discovered the
drug and I'm going to make money from it." So Heinz gets
desperate and considers breaking into the man's store to
steal the drug for his wife.

Q:

Do you think Heinz should steal the drug?

Yes
^ No ■

Q:

Would you steal the drug?

.

Yes
■No

DIRECTIONS:

Mark each consideration according to how

strongly you feel it matches either Pattern A or Pattern B.
1.

Whether HeinZ might go to jail and he wouldn't be able
to take care of his wife

definitely A
2.

/

/

/

/_

definitely B

Whether the druggist is being fair in asking to make
money from the drug he made

definitely A
3.

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether or not there might be other ways to get the
money besides stealing for it

^
4.

/

/_

/

_/_

/_

definitely B

whether the wife Would want him to steal the money
definitely A

/

/
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/

/

definitely B

5.

Whether Heinz's stealing might cause others to think
stealing is ok in some eases
h

6.

/

/

/_

definitely B

Whether stealing should ever be permitted even if it is
against the law

definitely A
7.

/

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether the price of the drug is worth the life of his
wife . :

definitely A
8.

/__ /

/

/

definitely B

Whether Heinz's life and future would be ruined if he

has a prison record

definitely A

9.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether spending time in jail is worth saving his
wife's life

definitely A
10.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether or not his wife has a right to the drug

definitely A

/

/
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/

/

definitely B

CAROL's Dilemma

Carol was a young college professor in her first year of

teaching. As an English teacher she was eager to help her
students learn better ways of communicating and expressing
themselves. She soon learned that she was also responsible
for educating athletes who often had poor English skills.
Carol cared about these young athletes and was able to find

tutors when they needed extra help, one young man, Larry,
was so severely handicapped, that even after two full years
of special help, he still could not write or read.
Larry was a star on the college football team.

But

When Carol

finally gave him the inevitable failing grade, the coach
interveried. The coach explained that if Larry failed he
would have to return home to Georgia where he was the
youngest of 13 children and he would have no future.

If he

were allowed to continue college, he might have a chance to

escape the cycle of poverty.

Carol considers giving Larry a

passing grade even though he has not earned it.

Q:

Q:

Do you think Carol should give Larry a passing grade?

Would you give Larry a passing grade?

DIRECTIONS:

Yes

No

Yes

No__

Mark each consideration according to how

Strongly you feel it matches either Pattern A or Pattern B.

1.

Whether Larry will be hurt in the long run if he is
passed now but fails later on

definitely A
2.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether the teacher is failing her job as a teacher by
giving Larry special favors the other students don't
^ ' get

definitely A
3.

/

/

J

J

definitely B

Whether Larry•s whole future in athletics depends on
this grade

definitely A

4.

_/_

/

/

/

definitelv B

Whether other teachers have given passing grades to
athletes who did not deserve them

definitely A

/

/
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J

J

definitely B

5.

Whether it is illegal to grant an unearned grade
definitely A

6.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether other athletes will learn of this grade and
expect to be treated the same

definitely A
7.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether there might be another grade Carol could give
Larry

h

y

_/_

definitely B

Whether Carol's reputation will be hurt if it is found
out that she gave an illegal grade

definitely A
9.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether Carol could later be sued for not performing
her job properly

definitely A
10.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether Carol's self-esteem will suffer if she is

forced to do something she does not believe is right

definitely A

/

/
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/

_/

definitely B

LAURA's Dilemma

Laura^ a 28-year-old wife and mother of two children, ages 7
months and 2 years, found herself faced with an unusual
problem.

Laura was also a medical technician in the U.S.

Navy and her unit had been called up to serve in the Persian
Gulf.

Laura•s problem was complicated because her husband

was already serving iri^
Laura felt that her
children were already suffering because of their father's
absence and they would be damaged further if she left them.

Laura explained that each time she had become pregnant she
had asked the Navy if she could get out of the military.
She was told that in the event of a call up, only one parent
would have to go. But when the call up came, both parents
got their orders the same day. Laura was reassured that it
was a mistake and would be corrected. The day before

mobilization, she was told she would have to go the next day
anyway.
Q:

Laura considers refusing to go.

Do you think Laura should go with her unit to the
Persian Gulf? ;

Q;

Would you go if you were Laura?

yes

no

yes

no

DIRECTIONS: Mark each consideration according to how
strongly you feel it matches either Pattern A or Pattern B.
1.

Whether there is anyone else to care for the children

definitely A
2.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether others who are called up have the right to
refuse to go

A
3.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether her children would be hurt more if she is court

martialed and sent to prison

^

4.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether her refusal to go would affect her military
future and her family

definitely A

/

/
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/

/

definitelv B

5.

Whether there might be another way for Laura to fulfill
her military duty without leaving her children

definitely A
6.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether Laura would be a bad mother if she leaves her

children to fight in another country

definitely A
7.

/

/

definitely B

Whether Laura would be unpatriotic if she refuses to
serve her country

definitely A
8.

/

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether it's fair for the father to go and not the
mother

definitely A

9.

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether the military would recognize its error and drop
the charges against her for refusing to go

definitely A
10.

/

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether refusing to help her countrymen with her
medical services is fair

definitely A

/

/

69

/

/

definitely B

DOCTOR JOHNSON'S Dilemma

A young woman had a severe form of leukemia that is rarely
curable. Rather than uuidergO painful treatments that might
hot Work/ she decided she wOuid rather die. When her
illness became too much to endure, she wanted to be able to

say goodby to her friends and family and then take her own
life. She asked Dr. Johnson to help her. Dr. Johnson had
never considered such a thing before, but he undersood her
need.

He was considerate and careful.

He counseled the

young woman and tried to get her into treatment, but she did
not chahge her mind/ Dr. Johnson decided he would not
abandon her. He considered prescribing sleeping pills fOr
her. He would make sure she knew how to use them to sleep
and the amount needed to commit suicide. Although he
thought he knew what she would do with the knowledge, he
considered yielding to her request.
Q:

Do you think Dr. Johnson should prescribe the sleeping

pills for his patient?
Q:

yes

no

Would you prescribe the sleeping pills if you were the
doctor?

yes

no

DIRECTIONS; Mark each consideration according to how
strongly you feel it matches either Pattern A or Pattern B.
1.

Whether or not it is legal to assist a suicide

definitely A
2.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether Dr. Johnson's career would be jeopardized by
assisting in a suicide

definitely B
3.

Whether the young woman has the right to die

A

4.

/

/_

/

/

definitely B

Whether there might be another way of helping the young
woman to live comfortably to the end without resorting
to suicide

definitely A

J

/
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/

/.

definitely B

5.

Whether other doctors have done this before

definitely A
6.

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether she might try something more drastic if she
doesn't get the pills

definitely A
7.

/

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether society has the right to dictate one's own iife
or death

definitely A
8,

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether her family might be hurt more by her death or
her suffering

definitely A
9.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether the doctor is guilty of violating the
Hippocratic oath

definitely A
10.

/

/

/

/

definitely B

Whether there might be any other therapy or treatment
that might help her

definitely A

/

/
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/

/

definitely B

We would appreciate it if you could give us the fGllowing
information:

1.

What is your gender?

" ''"a." '

female

What ethnic group do you consider yourself belong to?
a.

African American

b.

Hispanic/Latino

c.

American Indian

d.
e.
f.

Asian/Pacific Island
Caucasian (white)
Other (please write it in)

. .. .

x.

■.

How old are you?

THANKS FOR HELPING WITH THIS RESEARCH ON DECISION-MAKING.
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APPENDIX C

Phase III; Rating the Decision Items

DECISION MAKING PROJECT

The purpose of this project is to find out what people think
about when they make decisions and how important they think
various considerations are. On the following pages you will
find four dilemmas or problem stories in which the central
character has to make a decision. Following each dilemma is
a list of considerations which other studehts liave decide^^^
were important to think about in making a decision. We
would like you to rate how important you think each
consideration is to the resolution of the problem.
On the last page are some standard questions asked in all
such research. We would appreciate your answers, but do not
put your name on these papers. The results of this research
will be made available to you if you are interested. Thank
you for your help with this project.

DIRECTIONS:
question.

Read each dilemma.

Next ^nswer the dilemma

Then read each of the items that follow and rate

how important you think each consideration is in answering
the dilemma question.

Circle the appropriate letter from 1 (Least Important)
to 5 (Very Important).
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HEINZ•S Dilemma

In Europe, a woman was near death from a special kind of

cancer. There was one drug that the doctors thought might
save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist in the
same town had recently discovered. The drug Was expensive

to make, but the druggist was Charging 10 times what the
drug cost him to make.

He paid $200 for the radium and

charged $2,000 for a small dose of the drug. The sick
woman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow
the money, but he could only get together about $1,000,
which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that
his wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let
him pay later. But the druggist said, "No, I discovered the
drug and I'm going to make money from it." So Heinz gets
desperate and considers breaking into the man's store to
steal the drug for his wife.

Q:

Do you think Heinz should steal the drug?

Yes
No

ITEMS TO CONSIDER;

Whether Heinz might go to jail and not be able to take care
of his wife

Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether Heinz might be able to find another way of getting
the money or the drug without having to steal

Least Important

l

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether stealing should ever be permitted even if it is
against the law

Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether the price of the drug is important compared to the
life of his wife

Least Important

1

2

3
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4

5

Very Important

Whether the druggist is being fair in asking to make money
from the drug he made

Least important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

whether Heinz's stealing might cause others to think that
stealing is OK in some cases

Least Important

1

2

3
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4

5

Very Important

C^OIj'Si)ileinina

Carol was a young college professor in her first year of

teaching. As an English teacher she was eager to help her
students learn better ways of cominunicating and expressing
theitiselves. She soon learned that she was also responsible
for educating athletes who often had poor English skills.
Carol cared about these young athletes and was able to find

tutors when they needed extra help. One young man, Larry,
was so severely handicapped, that even aft®r two full years
of special help, he still could not write or read. But
Larry was a star on the college football team.

When Carol

finally gave him the inevitable failing grade, the coach
intervened. The coach explained that if Larry failed he
would have to return home to Georgia where he was the
youngest of 13 children, and he would have no future.

If he

were allowed to continue college, he might have a chance to

escape the cycle of poverty.

Carol considers giving Larry a

passing grade even though he has not earned it.

Q:

Do you think Carol should give Larry a passing grade?
'Yes. ■ ■

'No

ITEMS TO CONSIDER:

Whether the teacher is failing her job as a teacher by
giving Larry special favors the other students don't get
Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether Larry's future success depends on this grade
Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether it is illegal to grant an unearned grade
Least Important

l

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether Carol could later be sued for not performing her job
properly

Least Important

1

2

3

76

4

5

Very Important

Whether Carol's self-esteem will suffer if she is forced to

do something she does not believe is right
Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very important

Whether Larry will be hurt in the long run if he is passed
now but fails later on

Least Important

1

2

3
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4

5

Very Important

Dileitm

Laura, a 28-year-old wife and mother of two children, ages 7
months and 2 years, found herself faced with ain unusual
problem,
also a medical technician in the U.S.

Navy, and her unit had been calle<3 up to serve in the
Persian Gulf. Laura's problem was complicated because her
husbiand was already serving in the gulf. Laura felt that
tier children were already suffering because of their
father's absence and they would be damaged further if she
left them. Laura explained that each time she had become
pregnant she had asked the Navy if she could get out of the

inilitary. she
in the event of a call up, only
one parent would have
go. But when the call up came,
both parents got their orders the same day. Laura was
reassured that it was a mistake and would be corrected. The

day before mobilizatibn, she was told she would have to go
the next day anyway. Laura considers refusing to go.
Q:

Do you think Laura should^o with her unit to the
PersiSn Gulf?
yes
no_

ITEMS TO CONSIDER:

whether Lauraw

Considered a bad mother if she leaves

her children to fight in another country
Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether her children would be hurt more if she is court

martialed and sent to prison
Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether the military might recognize its error and drop the
charges against her for refusing to go
Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether it would t>e unpatribtic if Laura refused to serve
her country

Least Important

1

2

3
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4

5

Very Important

Whether there is anyone else to care for the children

Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether others who are called up have the right to refuse to
"go

Least Important

1

2

3

79

4

5

Very Important

DOCTOR JOHNSON'S Dilettina

A young woman had a severe fbimi of leukemia that is rarely

curable.

Rather thari undergo painful treatments that might

not work, She decided she would rather die.

When her

illness became too much to endure, she wanted to be able to
say goodby to her friends and family and then take her own

life* She asked Dr. Johnson to help her. Dr. Johnson had
never considered such a thing before, but he undersood her
heed. He was cdnsiderat^^ and careful. He counseled the
young woman and tried to get her into treatment, but she did
not change her mind. Dr. Johnson decided he would not

abandon her. He considered prescribing sleeping pills for
her. He would make sure she knew how to use them to sleep
and the amount needed to commit suicide. Although he
thbught he knew What she would do with the knowledge, he
considered yielding to her request.

Q:

Do you think Dr. Johnson should prescribe the sleeping
pills for his patient?

yes

no

ITEMS TO CONSIDER:

Whether there might be another Way of helping the young
woman to live comfortably to the end without resorting to
suicide

Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether Dr. Johnson's career Would be jeopardized by
assisting in a suicide

Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether her family might be hurt more by her death or by her
suffering

Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether or not it is legal to assist a suicide

Least Important

1

2

3
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4

5

Very Important

Whether the doctor is guilty of violating the Hippocratic
oath

Least Important

1

2

3

4

5

Very Important

Whether she might try something more drastic if she doesn't
get the pills

Least Important

1

2

3
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4

5

Very Important

We would appreciate it if you could give us the following
information;

1.

2.

What is your gender?
a.

female

b.

male

To which ethnic group do you belong?
a.
b.

African American/Black
Hispanic/Latino

c.

American Indian

d.
e.
f.

Asian/Pacific Island
Gaucasian (white)
Other (please write it in)

3.

How old are you?

4.

About how much yearly income does your household have?
a.
b.
C.
d.

$5,000 or less
$5001- $10,000
$10,001-$15,000
$15,001-$20,000

e.

$20,001-^25,000

f.
g.

$25,000-$50,000
over $50,000

THANKS FOR HELPING WITH THIS RESEARCH ON DECISION-MAKING.
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